
 

 

 

 

 

 

Maisy (born Jan 2019) is a spayed female, current on vaccines, hw negative, flea free and 

micro-chipped,  crate trained, house trained, and learning to walk without pulling on her 

leash.   She is a blend of Border Collie/Chihuahua blend -two very strong personalities that 

like to guard & protect; therefore socialization is a very important and required activity 

for her, and her foster mom is doing a great job with this !  Maisy LOVES car 

rides because she enjoys tagging along with her companions wherever they go. 

 

Her foster mom says:  Maisy is a "happy go lucky'" girl; however, she still needs routine, 

rules and constant socialization to help her be more trusting of new situations and new 

people she encounters in life.    Maisy shares her foster home with ONE other dog (age 3); 

she displays no aggression or guarding.  She would do well with another dog (we recommend 

male) as a playmate.  With the help of her current 4-legged foster brother and foster 

family she has blossomed with confidence to explore the backyard on her own; however, 

when startled,  she tends to come running back to her foster mom ;-).    

 

Maisy definitely enjoys her playtime, running and sometimes chasing her 4 legged 

companion. Other times, she will meander the house and yard on her own, OR can be found 

napping on her caretaker's lap or beside her 4-legged friend on the floor.   We know a 

"tired dog is a good dog", SO.... a family with children  over the age of 12 (and another dog 

no more than 50lbs) would be wonderful for this girl, to help deplete her energy and 

provide the companionship she thrives on.  Maisy's joy and contentment in life comes from 

her companionship with family.  We do recommend a fenced yard, and a some basic training 

to help her bond with her caretaker and family.    

.   

 Questions?  Email petsRRpassion@gmail.com 

Or, send us an adoption application found on 

the ADOPTME page at Dream4pets.org 

Facebook.com/ Dream4pets.org                                 PetsRRpassion@gmail.com  


